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The gleaming automobiles are front and center at Edge Motor Museum, and visitors can examine them from eye level
on the lower floor, as well as from above via the street-level lobby and surrounding display ramp. To oversee renovation and construction of the 12,000-square-foot, 1925 building, Richard Vining turned to an Owl he had collaborated
with before, contractor Montgomery Martin ’73. Vining’s idea of keeping the cars in chronological order gave architects
at designshop the idea of a wristwatch-style display. In February the project received a 2020 Building Memphis Award
from the Memphis Business Journal in the best small renovation category. Photo by Alan Howell
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For anyone who loves American
cars, there’s a new must-see
attraction in Memphis – the Edge
Motor Museum – opened a year
ago by car enthusiast Richard
Vining ’90. Located on what was
known as Auto Row in the ’20s, and
with the iconic Sun Studio as its
neighbor, Edge tells a special story
– the rise and fall of the American sports car. Its inaugural
exhibit, American Speed, showcases the best of American
automotive engineering from 1945 to the 1970s. Vining is
pictured here in a 1959 Cadillac Series 62 convertible.
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FROM THE HEADMASTER

Serving the Greater Good
It is hard to believe, as I write this over the extended Easter
and Passover holiday weekend, that it will be four weeks since
the coronavirus pandemic caused us to begin teaching our
homebound students online. Hard to believe because our rapid
transition from the traditional classroom to the radically different
digital medium has been remarkably successful.
After some initial trial and error, teachers have established
their rhythms, with many becoming increasingly confident and
ambitious in their use of online technology. The response of our
students has been equally admirable. Surely some bumps in the
road remain, but I am deeply grateful for the positive reaction to
this unprecedented situation as we carry on with the school year
while serving the public good by practicing social distancing.
The disruption has been felt keenly by everyone. Our
families are trying to continue their pre-quarantine job and
school responsibilities through a computer screen while living
and working under the same roof. We are doing our best to
address and anticipate the needs in our community, with a special
focus on the Class of 2020 as we work to provide our seniors
graduation ceremonies and other traditional events.
I spent time during the weekend reading reports – from
consulting giant McKinsey & Company to articles from major
news sources – examining current data and attempting to forecast
what lies ahead. The goal of assessing this fluid situation is to
inform our decision-making in the coming weeks and months as
well as our plan for the 2020-21 school year.
As a history teacher, I also look for lessons from the past. I
recently read Fever Season: The Story of a Terrifying Epidemic
and the People Who Saved a City by Jeanette Keith, which
chronicles the yellow fever epidemic that afflicted Memphis in
1878. The book paints a vivid image of the disease’s effects and
the hardship and loss it wrought, but it also details the heroism
of those who continued to work during the public emergency
and, in doing so, served the greater good. These Memphians
had heart.
Learning about the challenge the city endured 142 years ago
lends perspective to our current situation. While we are in the
early chapters of the COVID-19 pandemic, we do not have to
wait for its conclusion to see that people are making a difference
now, just as Memphians did in 1878. Not surprisingly, some
MUS alumni figure prominently in today’s response.
Dr. Steve Threlkeld ’82, co-director of Baptist Memorial
Hospital’s infection-control program, has been a strong and
visionary voice in the fight against the disease in the Mid-South.
FedEx, led by Chairman and CEO Fred Smith ’62, is
partnering with the federal government to provide expedited
shipping of personal protective equipment and other relief
supplies to areas where they are needed most.
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Laurelwood Shopping Center President and Marketing
Director Cory Prewitt ’96 forgave April rent and common-area
maintenance fees for his tenants.
The Community Foundation of Greater Memphis, led by
President Bob Fockler ’77, is part of a collaborative relief effort
raising money to support our affected neighbors by hosting the
Mid-South COVID-19 Regional Response Fund. In an April 11
article in The Daily Memphian, Fockler laid out the case for the
fund, which the foundation is managing without administrative
fee. As of mid-April, nearly $1 million had been distributed to 48
organizations.
The Daily Memphian, the city’s two-year-old digital
newspaper, is another example of serving the greater good. The
paper dropped its paywall for COVID-19 articles so the public
could access its timely and in-depth reporting. Andy Cates ’89,
CEO of RVC Outdoor Destinations, is founding chairman and
president of Memphis Fourth Estate, the nonprofit organization
that funds The Daily Memphian, with Everwell Editor-in-Chief
Robert Davis ’82 as vice-president and TIME Editor-in-Chief/
CEO Edward Felsenthal ’84 as a director.
These are just a few examples of Memphians meeting
the challenge of this crisis. I know there are many more Owls
stepping up in their communities – and I would very much like
to hear about them.
At some point we will look back at this moment with an
historian’s discerning eye and identify the mistakes made, but
we also will identify those who rose to meet the challenge with
determination and purpose.
We are grateful for Mid-South citizens providing essential
services, including first response and medical treatment,
transportation and distribution of goods, and food service. We
are grateful for the people staying in their homes and protecting
the public from further spread of the virus. And we are grateful
for the way our students, their families, and our faculty and
staff have joined forces to face these changes as the strong and
vibrant school community we are.
Of course, we yearn for the day we can get back to the
on-campus life we love. Until then we will, with patience and
purpose, carry out the work and the mission of this great
school.
Take care and take heart. We will get through this. Go, Owls!

PETER D. SANDERS
HEADMASTER
PETE.SANDERS@MUSOWLS.ORG

Dispatch from Italy’s

RED ZONE

Editor’s note: Matt Loveless ’89 is an associate professor in the department of social and political sciences at Italy’s
University of Bologna and co-director of the Center for Research and Social Progress. He wrote an article for Inside
Higher Ed in early March about living and working in a COVID-19 red zone. (Read it at bit.ly/LovelessHigherEd.)
On April 1, he sent us the following update on the constantly changing situation at one of the frontlines.
B Y M A T T L O V E L E S S ’8 9
5

I moved to the University of Bologna as a new professor in August 2019. While I have been in
Italy for four years with my wife, Chiara, who is Italian, and our two daughters, this position at
Europe’s oldest university sealed the deal on our decision to settle down here. As a professional
courtesy, the department moved my courses to the spring semester 2020, so I could get adjusted
to a new work environment – in which everything was in Italian and done in Italian ways –
and a new city. In early February I met my classes, a master’s course in social science research
methods and two undergraduate courses in data analysis and European political behavior,
exactly once. The next day, the university closed. The coronavirus, COVID-19, had arrived.

T

he news was coming quickly.
There was uncertainty and
confusion about the extent,
contagiousness, and lethality
of this new virus that appeared to have
started in China but quickly showed up
in Rome on the last day of January. In the
first week of March, I wrote about my
impressions for Inside Higher Ed. But in
a matter of days, that was frighteningly
out of date. Then the announcement was
made that a countrywide lockdown would
begin, with the help of the military. While
movement, in-person meetings, and many
jobs were already severely limited and
about to be shut down for the foreseeable
future, we decided to shelter in place in

our apartment in Bologna, rather than our
house in the foothills of the Apennines
mountains where there is no internet and
little access to health facilities if things
went wrong. Police began circulating on
the streets, informing people about the
imposition of the imminent lockdown.
As of April 1, we are finishing our third
week of lockdown. Schools were closed
even earlier, and we have been homeschooling our 4- and 7-year-old daughters
for nearly six weeks now. We don’t go
outside except to go to the grocery store –
which has the unintended appearance of
a slow-motion zombie movie, with heavily
covered people standing 2 meters apart,
waiting for their turn to be one of the five

This lockdown has reminded us why we
married this person, how enjoyable our kids can
be, and that we really need to just “do life.”
people allowed inside at a time (Italian
grocery stores are quite small). This feels
extreme. But it isn’t. According to the
WHO, Italy has more than 175,000 cases
and nearly 25,000 deaths. The vast majority
are in northern Italy in an area about as big
as Tennessee, west of Nashville. Such viral
density can weigh on your mind - even just
going to the grocery store.

Loveless’s daughters Sofia and Vera make
the most of safe outdoor space on the
apartment’s terrace.
6
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Matt Loveless and his wife, Chiara

We rented our small and temporary
Bologna apartment to get to know the city
this year. The tiny terrace didn’t get a lot
of use at first as it was up the stairs and a
dirty, spiral staircase. Now, these 50 square
feet are the only outdoor space we have. It
has been hard but we have organized our
daily life so that there are moments that
we are together working on the same thing,
moments in which we are separated (as
much as we can in 900 square feet), and
moments that are left to be filled by the
spontaneity of making a cake, playing UNO,
or dancing to ‘Dance Monkey’ together. The
routine has helped give order and make
the lockdown more endurable. My wife and
I take turns giving lectures from our not
soundproof-ed closet and in the evenings,
stride our apartment’s long hall for half
an hour a day, using water bottles as arm
weights.
For both the Italian education and

health services, this has been the most
disruptive event since WWII. We adults can
adjust because we are fully aware of the
danger and the necessity of taking these
extreme actions, but for young kids who
haven’t seen their friends – who haven’t
been on patch of grass – for over a month,
it is not easy. There is little to assuage their
vague worries. One of our daughters had
her birthday last week. We made a cake and
used a makeshift candle (half a bamboo
chopstick soaked in rubbing alcohol –
would recommend!) and even had a party
online with grandparents. It was the best
we could do.
Although the data on the coronavirus
change daily, thus far, Bologna has done
quite well – which is remarkable for such
a large city so close to the epicenter of
the viral outbreak. And given the near
impossibility of asking Italians to stay
at home and not meet people, it is even
more impressive. There is a lot to be said
about the Italian way of life and even their
approach to the onset of the virus. As
the videos of singing from the windows
demonstrate, there is a strong sense that
we are in this together. As of April 1, the
number of cases has started to slow. This
is not so much a positive as it is less of
a negative. We may be approaching the
peak but recall that the peak refers to the
maximum number of people dying each
day, so it’s a grim, albeit necessary, mile
marker. It is hoped that this period of
aggressive quarantine will be a bellwether
for the direction this virus will take in Italy

Loveless teaches online from home after they
closed the university.

and potentially the European continent.
We hope to see a flattening of the curve, a
decrease in active cases and a concomitant
rise in recovering cases.

meaningful personal interaction – this
lockdown has reminded us why we married
this person, how enjoyable our kids can be,
how little we just “do life.” We have been

In the aftermath of this crisis, I hope
there can be an open conversation about
what constitutes meaningful prosperity
All of this has made me
feel even stronger about what I
wrote in the first piece for Inside
Higher Ed. The sudden need to
use smart working has shoved the
digitalization of Italy into higher gear – a
needed update in a country that has been
dragging its heels in the 21st century. This
unplanned and spontaneous depopulation
of crowded urban areas has shown that this
is a real option for some. The individual
payoff is clear, giving some workers greater
flexibility, autonomy, unstructured time,
and freedom from commutes – all of which
have been shown to have positive effects on
people.
In addition, this sudden change also
has resulted in a dramatic decline in
pollution. The movement of people and
nonessential activities have been drastically
restricted here. While not sustainable at
such levels, Milano – consistently ranked
as one of the most polluted cities in Europe
by the European Environmental Agency
– has had markedly improved weather for
the past several weeks. Here in Bologna,
also in the heavily polluted plains between
the Alps and the Apennines, we have seen
sparkling clear weather, corresponding to
some of its lowest pollution levels over the
last several weeks. Several people remarked
to me that they had forgotten how pretty
the city is.
The stringent limitation of movement
needed to combat viral contagion is
unsustainable and undesirable in the longterm. However, we should keep in mind
the unexpected consequences of slowing
down. Like going on a camping trip –
particularly, its simplification of comfort
and the opportunity for spontaneous and

in both wealth and health.

Vera and Sofia bundle up for some exercise
al fresco.

forced to slow down, and at this speed, the
flowers from the window of the car are not
a chromatic blur but individual explosions
of completely natural beauty.
In the aftermath of this crisis, I hope
there can be an open conversation about
what constitutes meaningful prosperity
in both wealth and health. Perhaps we
can reflect on ways to attain long-term
sustainability as well as a higher quality of
life for ourselves and our children.
7
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rides
BY MARCI WOODMANSEE
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Flanked by the inaugural
American Speed exhibit,
Vining stands beside a
gold 1953 Glasspar G2.
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The artworks in Memphis’ newest museum are rare jewels –
expensive and irreplaceable. Each signifies the era in which it
was made and serves as an archetype of the creator’s style.
They all tell a story, and a few, like Dutch masterworks, even
seem to glow in the light.
ome can even hit 200 miles per
hour.
These works of art are, in
fact, automobiles. Extraordinary,
beautiful, and fully functioning
examples of post-World War II American
engineering. The exhibit is American
Speed, and the place is the recently opened

Edge Motor Museum. Celebrating its oneyear anniversary this spring, the museum
is a dream brought to life by car enthusiast
Richard Vining ’90.
Outfitted in his throwback service-station uniform, Vining is not only
the museum’s founder but also its No. 1
brand ambassador. With an infectious

enthusiasm, encyclopedic knowledge,
and storyteller’s gift for detail, he is happy
– perhaps happiest – when he can step
away from his desk and talk about the cars.
And explain what he’s created with this
museum, which is a tribute not only to the
automobiles but also to a bygone period in
American history.

11
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Vining was intentional in selecting the
space at 645 Marshall Avenue in the Edge
District as home for the city’s only car
museum. The strip was known as Auto Row
in the ’20s, so it already had the perfect
provenance. But perhaps even more critical
to the future success of the museum was an
important neighboring tourist attraction –
Sun Studio.
“The reason this concept works is
because of the global audience that goes to
Sun,” Vining says.
“Sun had 188,000 visitors last year, and
that’s growing. People from everywhere,
just everywhere. Israel, India, North
Vietnam, France, New Zealand ... I’ve been
shocked at where they’re coming from and
the depth of their knowledge about U.S.
cars.”
When multiple tour buses arrive at Sun
at the same time, and there’s a wait to get
in, visitors can pass the time touring the
museum. And the era depicted at Edge
Motor Museum dovetails perfectly with the
time period brought to life at Sun Studio.
Vining’s day-to-day priority is selling the
museum to the tourist industry – getting

on tour bus schedules and steamboat
shore-excursion lists is key. He’s also the
one curating and shaping the inventory of
cars, loaned by individuals willing to put
their collectible on display.
With museum-grade insurance, UV-free
environment, and fire-suppression and
security systems, Edge offers an attractive
setting where an owner can showcase a
car for a larger audience to enjoy. “Some
of these cars are in an estate,” Vining adds.
“Or they may have passed to heirs who
are paying for storage, or don’t necessarily
know how to maintain the car, or don’t like
spending insurance money [on it]. This is a
perfect environment for those cars.”
With metallic streamers strung
overhead across Marshall Avenue, speakers
broadcasting a rock-and-roll soundtrack
outdoors, and floor-to-ceiling windows offering a peek at three fantastic classic cars
in the front lobby, Edge Motor Museum is
hard to resist. The songs of Elvis Presley,
the Beach Boys, Jimi Hendrix, and other
popular artists from the 1950s-70s help
transport visitors back in time.
The story Edge tells begins in the 1930s,

when American kids got interested in
cars through their experience with Soap
Box Derby racing. (Memphian Leslie Dale
donated his original 1940 model, along
with his helmet and memorabilia, to the
museum for display.) Those Soap Box
racers grew up and had to go to war. What
transpired next in American automotive
engineering occurred when the GIs
returned home, still interested in the cars
they had seen while serving in Europe.
Every car at Edge is drivable and,
even more important to Vining, each is
as it was on the day it was manufactured.
“Originality is very key,” he says. “We go
to great lengths with some to undo the
improvements. The imperfections these
cars came with caused [the industry] to
come up with better cars later.”
A visitor to the museum first encounters the showstopping cars in the lobby.
Vining is a Ford Thunderbird man, he
admits, wearing a vintage Thunderbird belt
buckle that he bought while he was in college. So his tours begin with the gleaming
white 1957 model beside the ticket desk.
(Owl fun fact: The car was purchased new

Cars were Vining’s favorite toys when he was a little guy. “Any size, big, small – as long as they had wheels!” he
says. His mother, Ann, would keep them in her purse for him, because wherever they were going, he always
had to have one for each hand. He can still recall grocery trips to Seessel’s, sitting in the front of the shopping
cart and setting his car on the conveyor belt to watch it go speeding toward the cash register, holding its course
alongside the milk, and bread, and eggs.
12
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Located on Marshall Avenue, Edge gets its
name from the city’s historic Edge neighborhood district that is sandwiched between the
Medical Center and Downtown. Home to several car dealerships and maintenance shops in
the 1920s, the strip was previously known as
Auto Row.

in 1957 by Tommy Keesee ’59 and is now
owned by his stepson, Heiskell Weatherford
IV, father of Heiskell V ’23.)
Across from the Thunderbird is a
gorgeous, red 1959 Cadillac Series 62
convertible. Vining admiringly points out
the Jet Age styling of the car and chuckles
over the inherent design flaw: The driver
who wants to make a right-hand turn really
can’t see past the rear fin. “You have to turn
on your blinker and move slowly to change
lanes – and just hope people get out of the
way!”
These automobiles are juxtaposed with a
midnight-black 1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88.
“The first rock-and-roll song ever recorded
was Rocket 88 by Ike Turner in 1951,” Vining
notes. “And isn’t it cool how this tail light
bezel looks just like a microphone?”
There’s a large world map on a wall near
the front desk with pins for travelers to
mark their hometowns. Then visitors have
a choice to make: They can head upstairs
to an inviting library where old NASCAR
races play on digital screens and browse
vintage issues of Hot Rod Magazine, Popular
Mechanics, and Antique Car Times.
13

A siren-red 1959 Cadillac Series 62 convertible is one
of three beautiful cars on display in the front lobby.
14
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Vining grew up in a family of car
lovers. His father, Jim Vining,
was the founder of investment
banking firm Vining Sparks and
a legendary figure in the Memphis financial services industry
until his death in 2018. The
elder Vining enjoyed collecting
German and British sports cars
and sharing his interest. Richard still fondly remembers one
night in eighth grade, after his
dad had picked him up from
wrestling practice: “On our way
home from MUS, a Mustang
5.0 liter pulled up next to us at
a light, revving its engine. We
were in a Porsche 911 C4. My
dad looks over at me and says,
“Richard, you want to race
him?” I go, “Yeah!” And Dad
says, “Okay, but don’t 		
tell Mom!”
Car enthusiasts can guess what
happened next: The Porsche
had traction control, and when
the light turned green, Jim
Vining took off. Looking back
at the Mustang spinning tires,
spitting rubber, and sliding all
over the place, he commented
to his son, “What a total waste
of power!” But the younger
Vining saw that cool car with
smoking tires and couldn’t help
but think, even though he and
his dad got down the road
faster, “That guy won!”

Two of Vining’s first interns were Owls Alexander Goodwin ’18 and Sonny Charbonnet ’19.

Or they can walk down the curved,
racetrack style ramp to see the cars on the
lower level. Most head for the cars first.
They’re arranged in chronological order
counterclockwise, encircling, on a recent
visit, a gold 1953 Glasspar G2 that turns
lazily on the central turntable.
The inventory isn’t static: Owners decide the length of time they want to display
their cars, so automobiles are swapped out
fairly regularly. There’s one non-American
car – a sporty 1950 British MG that Vining
calls the “inspiration piece” – displayed at
the side of the main exhibit. And next to
that MG, Edge also features the car that
supplied raw materials for American innovation – a 1929 Ford Model A Speedster.
“These Model A’s became obsolete – they
were used for the wartime scrap effort to
build planes and tanks,” Vining says. “After
the war GIs could buy them cheap to tear
apart and create cars like they’d seen in
Europe. And they knew how – they’d just
spent years working on the most sophisticated mechanical equipment the world
had ever devised. That’s how hot-rodding
got started!”
Initial postwar automotive engineering
created what looked like replicas of
European cars, lightweight and nimble.
“But when we realized we’ve got new roads,
natural resources, a good economy, and
a big country, we Americanized the car,”
Vining says. “We added backseats and
horsepower.”
Edge’s “Director of First Impressions”
and head tour director Bob Watkins is a

car guru whose knowledge and expertise
adds another level of authenticity to
Vining’s venture. A board member for
the Museum of Automobiles in Arkansas,
Watkins is also the editor of Antique
Car Times magazine and the driver of a
Bricklin SV-1, a two-seat sports car with
gull-wing doors that was only built from
1974-75. The longtime car enthusiast who
knows just about all there is to know about
automobiles wrote most of the background
information accessible via the iPads that
are conveniently stationed beside each pair
of cars in the museum.
Both Vining and Watkins happily share
stories and details about the cars. For
instance, there’s the 1949 Crosley Hot Shot
owned by Shelby County Fleet Manager Bill
Cunningham – a compact yellow sports
car that won the first Sebring endurance
race in 1950. “The number 19s don’t match
because three different people painted
them on race day,” Vining says. “People
from all over want to see this car.”
The yellow 1953 Muntz Jet with python
interior belonged to actress Doris Day at
one point. “At least, through her studio,”
Watkins explains, pointing out interesting
details such as the first-ever automobile
console, and the built-in, back-seat ice
chest and case for drink glasses.
Then there’s the 1963 Studebaker Avanti
with its built-in makeup kit in the glove
compartment. “So the lady could put on
makeup at 140 miles per hour,” Vining says
with a smile. “Remember, the industry was
starting to market to women. And we were
17
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trying to figure out what we wanted our
cars to do.”
The rarest car on display recently was
the 1967 Shelby GT 500 Mustang, one of
six in the world, worth about $500,000. “It’s
another crowd favorite,” Vining says.
For all its celebration of American
automotive engineering, Edge Motor
Museum does not shirk the responsibility
of telling visitors the end of the American
Speed story.
“We highlight both the rise and the
fall,” Vining explains. “Immediately after
the war, we had low unemployment, GIs
with access to funding through the GI Bill,
natural resources, cheap fuel, and new
roads. When those factors converge, you
get incredible cars. When they don’t, you
get terrible cars.”
That linear chronologic journey is
displayed along the racetrack ramp
behind the automobiles. The fall was the
result of several factors: regulations that
ensued from the creation of the National
18
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Transportation Safety Board (1967) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (1970),
unemployment, high interest rates, and
the biggest kicker of all, the oil embargo
(1973-74). “That was the perfect storm for
the demise of the sports car.”
Museum visitors who find they need a
pick-me-up at this point in their tour can
peruse Edge’s gift shop, which is full of
fun, car-themed merchandise, including a
series of children’s alphabet books (A is for
Alternator, B is for Battery, etc.), miniature
metal cars, candles that emit a burnt-rubber scent, nail polish the color of touch-up
paint, and more.
“My three girls have been good help
at the gift shop,” Vining says with a smile.
“My youngest, Iris, 10, likes to comp a lot of
purchases, whereas my middle daughter,
Elaine, 13, is skilled at the upsell! And my
oldest, Ava, is good at doing all of that and
giving tours, and at 16 she is interested in
the cars themselves.”
Vining held other positions in Memphis

Miniature metal cars (1/36 scale) are a popular
item in the museum gift shop. Vining wanted to
give visitors a way to take a car home.

before this work as Edge’s founder and
executive director. He worked at Vining
Sparks, then started a company called
Revenue Assurance that was sold to
Methodist Hospital, then went on to
become the business director at Streets
Ministries. “Streets is where I learned to
do a lot of what I’m doing now,” he says,
“but this job is different than any I’ve had.
People coming here are travelers … they

want us to help them have fun! We can do that.”
There is something about the car restoration and
thoughtful curation that deeply resonates with him.
“We’ve brought some of these cars back to their original
state, though in most cases they come to us that way,”
Vining says. “We get to display them with their chronological neighbors, and with the history on the wall, that helps
them make more sense to a global audience. And that’s
cool.”
His goal is for the museum to be financially stable,
supported by ticket and membership sales, and corporate
sponsorships. But success is also about preserving the
cars and teaching people why that’s important.
“These cars are reflections of the time in which they
were designed, built, and driven. If we can give visitors
an appreciation of what our predecessors innovated and
created, then I’ll feel good about what we’ve done here.”
Vining pauses to reflect. “Because we haven’t invented
everything in the last 10 years,” he adds with a laugh.
“Although iPhones are pretty neat!
“We still have lots to figure out here, but at year one,
we’re looking pretty good.”
Just like that gold Glasspar G2, spinning slowly,
elegantly, on the central turntable.

When Richard Vining was home from the University of
Alabama, his father and his father’s friends would sometimes loan him one of their sports cars to drive – say
their coolest Porsche or BMW – if he was going out on a
date. Richard quickly made a dismaying discovery: “The
world around you really dislikes you in that car, particularly if you are a young man out on a date.”
And yet … on nights when his father’s good friend C.J.
Pickering loaned him his ’59 Cadillac or ’63 Lincoln to
take out for a spin, it was a totally different story. “Everyone around would honk, give you a thumbs up … it was
just a very positive environment to be in.”
The Edge Motor Museum is closed temporarily in compliance with
Tennessee Governor Bill Lee’s stay-at-home orders during the coronavirus
pandemic.Vining plans to reopen when safe to do so. Call (901) 441-CARS
(2277) or email info@edgemotormuseum.com for more information.
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review
Jeff Upshaw’s Debut Novel Comes of Age

I

t was a sign of the coronavirus times
that Atlanta-based first-time author
Jeff Upshaw ’74 launched his novel
Twelve Days in Sunset (Evening Post
Books), in a Zoom videoconference March
31. Classmate Mark Ruleman organized
the virtual session, attended by about
a dozen Owls from the Class of 1974,
Headmaster Emeritus Ellis Haguewood,
and a host of family members and friends.
Subtitled A Novel of Heroes and
Villains in 1960s Mississippi, the comingof-age story follows the adventures and
misadventures of Shiloh “Shy” Brown, a
12-year-old boy from Memphis who visits
his grandparents in the fictional town of
Sunset, MS.
The setting is based on tiny Louise,
MS, 60 miles Northwest of Jackson, where
Upshaw – along with his siblings, Cristie
and Walker ’84 – frequently visited their
cotton-farming grandparents. Louise was
a place where everyone, regardless of race
or creed, shopped the same few stores and
walked the same few streets.
“That’s why
manners are so
important in
small towns,”
he says. “In a
big city, you
may never see
someone again,
but in a small
town [you
can’t hide]. The
obligatory ‘how
In a vintage snapshot, a young you doing?’ and
Jeff Upshaw is pictured with
‘yes, ma’am,
Velma Jean and Willie Bell Ford. no ma’am’ –
those become
really important because that’s how the
town survives. Everyone relies on a certain
civility to make life pleasant for all.”
Practicing the age-old advice of “write
what you know,” Upshaw loosely based
some of the characters on people from his
life, including his grandparents and, as the
book dedication indicates, Willie Bell Ford,
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beloved African-American cook for his
grandparents, and her right-hand helper,
Velma Jean.
Ford inspired Upshaw’s character
Queen, who is Shy’s advocate, encourager,
and moral compass in the story. For
Upshaw, Ford was as much a part of the
family as his grandparents. She was a
woman with a strong sense of fair play who
could control the young Upshaw kids with
her facial expressions.
It was Ford who called Upshaw
on Christmas Eve 1988 to tell him his
grandparents’ home was burning to the
ground. “My house is burning,” she said
through her tears, as she watched the
flames consume the 1910 wood-frame
family residence from her own home,
just a few steps away.
In the epilogue of Twelve Days in
Sunset, Shy returns to Sunset as an adult
to attend Queen’s funeral, just as Upshaw
returned to Louise when Ford died in 2000.
“I don’t know what this book will mean
to anybody who reads it, but I wrote it as a
love letter to Willie Bell,” he says.
Shiloh, not surprisingly, is based on
the author. He is a husky, sheltered kid
from a privileged background – he swims
at the University Club in Memphis – who
encounters bullying, racism, and brutality
on his visit to Sunset, but also friendship,
courage, and redemption.
“As I wrote the book, Shiloh and Jeff
Upshaw went their separate ways,” he says.
“I heard that once you start writing, [a
story] takes on a life of its own, and that’s
true.”
He describes the characters as
impersonations of people he has known.
Characteristics got “bent, exaggerated, or
pulled back” to weave the tale. He drew on
experiences from his young life – shooting
a .22 rifle, playing kick the can, and
watching Jackie Fargo and Tojo Yamamoto
wrestle on TV (his favorite part of the book
to research). He also called on the feeling of
helplessness and embarrassment at being
bullied. “No one escapes getting bullied,”

BY LIZ COPELAND

he says, but adds that there was no villain
in his life like the central dark character
portrayed in the book.
During the book launch
videoconference, when Upshaw spoke
about the multiple rewrites the novel
required, Mack Ray ’74 reminded him of
English Instructor Bill Hatchett’s words:
“All writing is rewriting.”
Upshaw says his grounding in
literature and writing came in MUS
classrooms. “The practice and appreciation
of creative writing was put in place at
MUS, having to write weekly themes in Mr.
Hatchett’s class in seventh grade. Good
gosh, I didn’t know what I was doing. Mr.
[Jim] Russell was another teacher who
instilled an appreciation and respect for
the written word.”
Upshaw retired from his corporate
advertising-agency job on March 28, 2013,
and started writing the book a few days
later, on April 1. So, his retirement has
been defined, in part, by this process –
but not totally. He has been involved with
his church, teaching Bible studies and
participating in mission trips to Kenya and
Honduras. He also has developed what he
calls a “strange fascination” with firewood
– cutting it, splitting it, stacking it, burning
it, watching YouTube videos about it.
“You can’t get much further away from
life in the ad-agency world than spending
time splitting wood,” he says in his own
defense.
He claims his fascination is no weirder
than playing golf, but not everyone agrees.
“My friends tease me about it, so does my
wife. I don’t care!”
He will have to put down the ax to
promote this book – in person or virtually
– and to tackle his next project. “I have
an idea for a second book,” he says, “but I
hesitate to put voice to it.”
Word is it will involve a return to
Sunset.
To order Twelve Days in Sunset: A
Novel of Heroes and Villains in 1960s
Mississippi, visit evepostbooks.com.
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Slice of Life is a column we occasionally publish that allows alumni to share updates in their own words.
Michael O’Brien ’68 is a photographer based in Austin, TX, who has received acclaim for his portraiture and
documentary photography over his four-decade career. Some of his more famous subjects include Willie Nelson,
George W. Bush, LeBron James, Warren Buffett, and Steven Spielberg. His photographs have been published in LIFE, Esquire,
Fortune, Vanity Fair, and Texas Monthly. He has also photographed hundreds of people living on the streets of Austin.
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Photo by Keith Kesler

Michael O’Brien

Hell, it didn’t work. I paid Marty
Pryor ’68 $100 never to draw my
name from the box Terry Wilson
’68 uses to help us all stay connected
with personal updates and items for
this magazine’s Class News section.
Somehow, Marty slipped up.
Those old, familiar names pop
into my head when I think about high
school: our 1968 classmates Wilson
Haizlip, Cary Whitehead, Nuggie
Treadwell, Jimbo Robinson, Steve
Rhea, and Andy Hummel ’69. I have
fond and crazy memories of all. I
have always stayed in touch with
my friend Calvin Turley ’68 and my
cousin Peter Schutt ’68. In fact, I
have a photograph of Peter and me,
age 6 months, in a wading pool that
I wanted to include with this letter,
but Peter held firm and refused to
release it.
Late in high school, I became
good friends with Chris Bell ’69,
a gifted guitarist who often put
together bands for Friday-morning
assemblies. We were both interested in photography and set up
a darkroom in my grandmother’s
dingy basement in Midtown. This
changed my life. I was fascinated
from the moment I watched the first
photograph emerge in the developer
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under the orange glow of a safelight.
At UT Knoxville I quickly joined the
school newspaper, The Daily Beacon.
It was published six times a week and
at the time was the 11th largest paper
in the state. I got $4 for every photo
that was published. I was hooked.
During my third year of college,
Elizabeth Owen came to UT. We
started hanging out; one thing led
to another, and we married in 1975.
In February we celebrated our 45th
anniversary. Life has been good.
In 1971 Chris Bell started a band
with another friend, Alex Chilton,
whom I had met through Calvin.
Andy Hummel and Jody Stephens
joined. Chris persuaded me to come
back to Memphis and photograph
the band over several weekends. The
band was Big Star, and their music
and legacy live on to this day.
Once we graduated from college,
Elizabeth and I went to work in
Miami. I worked as a photographer
at the afternoon paper and Elizabeth
started her journalism career at the
more prestigious morning paper as a
“copy girl.”
We lived in Miami for six years
and moved to NYC in 1979. Life
magazine had started publishing
again after a six-year hiatus. This is
where all of my heroes had worked.
I was lucky and worked for the next
decade as a contract photographer
for Life and other magazines. Elizabeth became a staff reporter at Life.
While we were in New York, we
had three children: Jesse, now 33;
Owen (a girl), 31; and Sam, 29. Yep,
all born New Yorkers. I was traveling
on assignments most of the time, and
Elizabeth retired and devoted herself
to motherhood full-time.
In 1989, still living in New York,
I was working on a cover story for
National Geographic on Austin.

Slowly, I fell in love with Texas, and
we moved to Austin in 1993. We’ve
been here ever since; it’s become our
home.
In the early 2000s Elizabeth and I
produced a book, The Face of Texas, a
celebration of the state through 80 of
my portraits and Elizabeth’s profiles.
I mentioned to one of my subjects,
a county judge in Decatur, TX,
that I was a Tennessean. The judge
declared: “Scratch a Texan and you
will find a Tennessean.”
As our kids were launching,
Elizabeth went back to school
and earned a master’s degree in
counseling. She has her own practice
in Austin and also runs a pro-bono
counseling program at the Town Lake
YMCA downtown. Since becoming a
therapist, she has discovered I have
six different complexes, five of which
are incurable. But she never gives up
on me.
Elizabeth and I are fortunate.
Our three children all live in Austin.
Jesse owns a growing fitness center;
he and his wife, Amanda, had a baby
boy, River Alexander O’Brien, in
December. Owen is a psychotherapist
and clinical director; Sam is a graphic
designer who has worked on brands
including Yeti, Shiner Bock beer, and
Case knives.
I’ve published two more books
since the book on Texas: Hard Ground
(portraits of the homeless, with
poems by Tom Waits), and The Great
Minds of Investing. I’m still working a
bit – primarily on my archives, with
the intention of doing a book of my
photographic life. It’s slow-going, and
I keep reminding myself of the saying
of a wise German philosopher: “All I
want to know is where I am going to
die, so I will never go there.” Following
his adage will give me a lot more
time.
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Top, Willie Nelson, photographed in 1999, graces the cover of the O’Briens’ joint project,
The Face of Texas. Above left, LeBron James in 2002; right, Big Star in 1971, from left,
Chris Bell ‘69, Jody Stephens, Andy Hummel ‘69, and Alex Chilton.
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Purpose-Driven Path
One of the school’s best-kept secrets, newly
enhanced labyrinth offers a spot for reflection

I

nspired by the eighth-grade
Ancient and Medieval History
class projects displayed
annually in the halls of Hull
Lower School, Clay Smythe
’85 and several colleagues had dreamed for
years about building a meaningful structure
on campus, “something the boys would not
expect, something to take them out of the

world and into their imaginations,” Smythe
says. Idle chat eventually gave rise to a serious
quest.
“We played around with a faithful
replication of a World War I trench in time
for the war’s 2017 centennial, some visceral
spot where English Instructor Lin Askew
could read All Quiet on the Western Front
by candlelight to the rain-soaked, dreary

boys at night, but our then-Headmaster Ellis
Haguewood wasn’t too keen on us ‘ripping
up the front yard,’” Smythe recalls. “He had a
point.”
During free-period coffee talks, a 1:1-scale
Stonehenge replica began popping up as the
group’s leading desire. “We eventually came
to terms with the grandiose requirements of
reproducing something akin to the monolithic

Students walk the labyrinth on a beautiful day. Plantings will be added around the edge to enhance the space.
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Headmaster Pete Sanders joined English Instructor Elizabeth Crosby and her seventh-grade
class for a walk around the labyrinth last fall.

behemoth on Salisbury Plain – after considering spraying gunite over towering wire mesh
and rebar,” Smythe says. “We even brought the
idea to [former Art Instructor] Jim Buchman,
our renowned sculptor, who just stared at us …
and kept staring. After a brief exchange about
reality, he put his ear protection back on and
finished cutting a piece of wood for a seventh
grader. We got the message,” Smythe says.
Ultimately, someone bought Smythe a
little Stonehenge snow globe for Christmas,
hoping it would make things OK. “It was either
Elliott Dent, Whit Tenent ’00, or Spencer
Reese ’94 who tried to appease me with the
thoughtful gift, but dreams don’t die so easily.”
Then History Instructor Jonathan Large
suggested constructing a labyrinth as a campus
center for prayer and contemplation. The
former Ross Lynn Chapel, housed beneath the
Fisher Fine Arts Wing outside the art studio,
had been unceremoniously commandeered
as an air-handling unit for the wood shop enhancements two decades ago, so introducing a
new meditative space seemed both reasonable

and mission-appropriate for the school.
A labyrinth is an ancient structure, a
meandering circular pathway to follow while
walking, open to all who desire time for quiet
reflection away from the busy world.
The idea resonated with Smythe, who
began a quest for a design incorporating flat
stones that could be laid outdoors in grass. He
and Large selected a serene, shaded corner of
the open greenspace east of the Hyde Library.
Thinking it would be a temporary installation,
they began searching online for ideas and

were pleased to find The Labyrinth Company,
which specializes in labyrinth templates. They
selected a pattern of Medieval design inspired
by the famous labyrinth at Chartres Cathedral
in France. A fortuitous call to landscape
contractor Sam Coates ’06 helped get the
stones in the ground in 2017.
“It was more of a project than just dropping stones on the folded-out template (about
40 feet across),” says Coates, “but we made it
work. It was a lot of fun, an unexpected garden
space with a sacred purpose.”
Over the next two years, students and faculty gradually discovered the stone installation.
With appreciation for the labyrinth growing,
the school administration agreed to enhance
the project in 2019, relying on the design
expertise of noted local landscape designer
Barbara Keathley, mother of Todd Keathley
’88. With her help, a new crushed stone
pathway was added to encircle the labyrinth for

better definition and access, along with a new
retaining wall. The wall will support fresh soil
for a robust planting design to be installed in
future months.
“I’m grateful for the school’s partnership
in enhancing what began as a temporary
concept,” Smythe says. “Mr. Large’s continued
support is invaluable, and hopefully after some
plant maturity over the years, it will be a real
showpiece, a welcome respite for those seeking
a reflective moment here on campus.”
Taking his own reflective moment, Smythe
adds: “Do not think I have given up on the
World War I demonstration trench.“
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From left, sophomore Will Chandler; juniors Cullen Lonergan, Evan Boswell, Akbar Latif, and Omar
Alyousef; sophomore Scott Ledbetter; and junior Jack Morin.

Robotics Team Wins State Championship
The robotics team won the Tennessee FIRST Tech Challenge State and Regional Championship at Middle Tennessee State University
in February. Competing against 26 other teams, the Owls advanced through five qualifying matches and four final rounds to take the top
trophy.
In the FIRST Tech Challenge, participants design, build, program, and operate robots to compete in a head-to-head challenge in an
alliance format that requires them to partner with other schools throughout the event. A team’s alliance partners are randomly assigned
as the competition begins, but in the final rounds of the tournament, the four top teams choose their allies. MUS selected TN Robotics
Club (a club team from Murfreesboro) and Agathos Classical School from Columbia, TN, as their alliance partners in the championship.

Owls Named All-State Musicians

Finks Receives National YoungArts Award

Of the 21 students selected for the 2020 All-West
Tennessee Bands and Orchestras, four Owls made the cut to be a
part of the Tennessee All-State music ensembles:
Braxton Hart ’21, 1st Chair Trombone All-State Jazz Band
Jonathan Huang ’20, Percussion - 11-12
All-State Concert Band
Frederick Huang ’23, Violin - 9-10 All-State Orchestra
Leo Campbell ’21 was named an alternate for the
Violin 11-12 Symphony Orchestra.
“This is a great honor for these students,” said Music
Instructor Stephanie Hancock.

Harrison Finks ’20 was named a
2020 National YoungArts Foundation
Finalist – the organization’s highest
honor – in its Singer/Songwriter
(Voice) Discipline this year. In January
Finks performed his original song If
All the World Were Yellow at National
YoungArts Week in Miami. The song is
a nod to his synesthesia, a neurological
condition in which stimulation of one sensory or cognitive
pathway ( for example, hearing) leads to automatic, involuntary
experiences in a second sensory or cognitive pathway (such as
vision). In Finks’ case, certain notes evoke a color.
The award recognizes his artistic achievement and ranks
him among the nation’s most accomplished artists in the visual,
literary, and performing arts. This year’s award winners represent
the top 9.5% of applicants across 10 artistic disciplines. The
finalists gain access to one of the most prestigious programs for
emerging artists in the United States. A complete list of the 2020
winners, all 15-18 years old or in grades 10-12, is available here:
youngarts.org/winners.

Braxton Hart
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Frederick Huang

Leo Campbell

FA C U LT Y N E W S

SAIS visiting committee members, from left, Dean Masullo, University School of Nashville; Cobb Atkinson (chair),
Westchester Country Day School; and Drew Frank, The Davis Academy.

SAIS Reaccreditation Achieved

M

US completed its five-year reaccreditation
process with the school’s regional accrediting
body, Southern Association of Independent
Schools, this spring. An SAIS visiting committee,
comprising Cobb Atkinson (chair), Westchester
Country Day School; Drew Frank, The Davis Academy; Dean
Masullo, University School of Nashville; and Josh Barnard, The
Altamont School, visited campus the first week of March as
part of the process and unanimously recommended the school’s
reaccreditation.
“The visiting committee of colleagues from peer schools had
high praise for MUS,” Headmaster Pete Sanders said. “It was an
affirming experience for our community.”
On March 18 Academic Dean Flip Eikner, who guided the
reaccreditation process along with English Instructor Anne
McWaters, received word that the SAIS Accreditation Review
Committee voted to approve the visiting team’s recommendation
for accreditation.
“Preparing the reaccreditation report and responding to
the committee was a team effort,” Eikner said. “I am grateful to

all the faculty and staff members who participated in surveys,
gathered data, and wrote summations, and to the many in our
community who participated in stakeholder groups.”
Prior to the committee’s visit, the school community had
identified three areas of focus for improvement:
• Optimize mission-appropriate counseling and academic
support resources
• Review and optimize implementation of missionappropriate standards of academic excellence
• Explore improvements to the daily/weekly schedule to
support academic and counseling goals above
The committee offered recommendations for development
in these areas.
“We always strive to improve what we do while maintaining
the time-honored mission of Memphis University School,”
Sanders said. “The self-examination accomplished through
the reaccreditation process, coupled with the committee
recommendations, will help us move forward, reaching even
greater heights.”
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Greer Book on Holmes Published

E

nglish Instructor, Theater
Director, and Baker Street
Irregular Tim Greer, pictured
at right, and Tennessee State
University Professor Emeritus
Marino Alvarez, co-edited a book titled
Education Never Ends: Educators, Education
and the Sherlockian Canon. Published
by BSI Press, it was released in January
during Sherlock Holmes’ annual birthday
celebration weekend in New York.
Beginning with an overview of
education and schooling in the era of
Holmes and Watson, the book branches
out to cover a wide variety of issues, from
how Holmes was educated and what he
studied, to how the Holmes stories are used
as teaching tools at every level of education
today.
“It was a great pleasure to work
with my friend Dr. Alvarez on this book,

the third installment in the BSI Press’s
Professions Series,” Greer said. “We were
fortunate to receive chapter contributions
from many eminent Sherlockians,
including Martin Fido, Katherine
Ramsland, Curtis
Armstrong,
Michael Dirda,
and more.
Whether you
are a recent or
longtime fan of
Sherlock Holmes,
or someone
interested in
teaching and
learning from
the 19th to the 21st centuries, there is
something in this book for you.”
To order the book online, visit 		
bit.ly/GreerBook.

Burke Covers
All-Star Game

A

cting Arts Department
Chair Grant Burke
is not only an all-star
art instructor. He’s
also a freelance NBA
Entertainment photographer who
can often be found on the job at the
Memphis Grizzlies’ home games. He’s
taught photography to Owls here for
10-plus years, regularly sharing his
professional skills with students, and
in February he covered the NBA AllStar Game festivities in Chicago, his
eighth time to be invited on the team.
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Athletics Director Joins TSSAA Hall of Fame

L

Community accolades include the
TSSAA Distinguished Service Award
(2000), membership in the Tennessee
Football Coaches Association Hall of Fame
(2018), recognition as TSSAA/NHFCA State
of Tennessee Football Coach of the Year
and TSWA Division II Coach of the Year
(2005-06).
Alston expressed gratitude for the
honor and credited several mentors at
MUS as well as his family. “I am blessed
to have been employed by a school
whose mission promotes excellence,” he
said. “Blessed to have been mentored
by prior inductees Jake Rudolph, Jerry
Peters, and Ellis Haguewood. Blessed
to have been allowed to coach several
players of outstanding talent [and]
a host of young men of outstanding
character. And blessed to have done this
with the support of my wife, Sally; my
children, Meredith and Drew ’07; and my
parents, Bob and Shirley.”

n January MUS welcomed
Security Officer Don
Dennis to the staff.
Working with Security
Director Kevin Brown,
Dennis has extensive experience as a
security specialist in the Navy and as a
security officer for FedEx. Most recently,
he served as an assistant training
officer for
Securigard
at Naval
Support
Activity MidSouth in
Millington,
and his
duties
included
conducting
law
enforcement training for Department
of Defense personnel and securityawareness programs for employees and
residents. Dennis is also a Shelby County
Sheriff Reserve Deputy with 15 years of
experience. He holds a bachelor’s degree
in criminal justice from Park University
and a master’s in education from Grand
Canyon University.

I

Photo by Kyle Kurlick courtesy of The Commercial Appeal

ongtime Athletics Director
and Head Football and Track
Coach Bobby Alston was
named one of nine inductees
to the Tennessee Secondary
School Athletic Association Hall of Fame
in January.
An administrator and coach at
MUS since 1977, Alston began coaching
football at the school in 1980, became
head coach in 1998, and has served as
athletic director since 1997. He has been
the head track coach since 1983. Alston
coached football under fellow TSSAA
Hall of Famer Jake Rudolph for 17 years.
He has an overall football record of 180
– 76 and has captured four TSSAA state
football championships (2004, 2005, 2008,
2009) and three runner-up finishes (2012,
2013, 2018). His track teams have won five
TSSAA state championships and two team
relay championships. Alston also served as
dean of students from 1994 until 1999.

Additional Security
Officer Joins Staff
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Where Tradition
Surrounds U
For more than 100 years, Memphis
University School has educated young
men to become the future leaders of our
community, our nation, and the world.
Our legacy of scholarship and leadership
is perpetuated by caring individuals
who name the school as a beneficiary
in their estate plans.
There are generations of students yet to
enroll, all deserving the best education
possible in order to become future
leaders.
Leave your legacy of scholarship 		
and leadership.
For more information and estate
planning tools, visit
plannedgiving.musowls.org.
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Retro Hoops
Alumni returned to campus February 4 and went back in time at Todd-Snowden Gymnasium for
a Retro Hoops night. Owls gathered in the renovated Wiener Hospitality Room for a reception and
then watched the Owls vs. Arlington matchup. The Owls fell just short, but the event was a blast.

3
1

2

6

4

5
8

7

1 Ted Simpson ’85 and Wes Vanderslice ’21 2 Senior point guard Tra Warren ’20 and Jim Barton ’85 3 Team members donned retro uniforms
for the game. 4 Paul McClure ’69, Ruth Peters, and Rob Heard ‘76 5 David Montague ’82 and Headmaster Pete Sanders 6 Stephond Allmond ’10,
Foster Smith ’98, and Lewie Smith ’00 got a photo with Ruth Peters before participating in a halftime shooting contest versus the students. 		
7 Michael McLaren ’01, Lewie Smith ’00, and Tread Thompson ’01 8 Fred Schaeffer ’88 and Jim Barton ’85
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’61
Scott May writes: After having
survived Midnight Return Trips
from the Plantation Inn and
shoving matches with the Tiller
brothers in the Toddle House,
I cannot believe any member
of the Class of ’61 will be done
in by a virus hatched in China.
Unfortunately, we are all on the
far side of 75, and therefore “in
the bull’s-eye.” At least, age-wise.
Corona with a wedge of lime was
a class favorite; that should be
worth something. Seriously, at
the time I write this, no one in
our class has tested positive. I
am on my knees, praying that we
are all still with the living by late
summer. God bless all of you.

’62
Jerry Bradfield asked
classmates to talk about the
unprecedented situation
they face as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic.
Thoughtful responses came in,
which led to a little reminiscing.
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See special Class of 1962
breakout section on page 34.

’67
Bob Parrish recently returned
from a Global Dental Relief
mission to render dental care
to children in outlying villages
in Cambodia. “The people
were so appreciative and kind.
Cambodia is a lot like the Delta.
Mostly flat with farmland, but it
is very poor – and at the time I
was there, no coronavirus.”

’69
Ray Gill is serving this year
as king of Carnival Memphis,
which honored several titans
of Memphis commercial real
estate at its annual Business
& Industry Salute Luncheon
in February, including Boyle
Investment Co.’s Henry Morgan
’61 and Downtown developer
Henry Turley ’59.

’70

Glankler Brown attorney
Hunter Humphreys was
a finalist in the Real Estate
category in the Memphis
Business Journal’s 2020 Best
of the Bar awards.

’73

From Bradford Beck: My life
at this age has become more
mundane as time passes.
Sallie and I travel like most of
us seeking new adventures or
revisiting past favorites. My

daughter, Regan, graduated
UGA with a degree in civil
engineering and worked at
Kimley Horn in Dallas until
she received an offer to work
for LG Companies in New
York. She moved into her new
apartment there March 10 and
reported to work the next day,
only to have the mayor declare
a state of emergency. Her work
assigned her to work at home,
so, welcome home to Dallas, at
least for the time being. My son,
Bradford, is now a senior at SMU
and will graduate in May with
a major in business finance and
a minor in math, cum laude. He
interned last summer at Credit
Suisse in NYC and at the end
of the summer was offered a
full-time position beginning in
July 2020. Needless to say, I am
very proud of my children and
the wonderful young adults they
have become. I live vicariously
through them. I’m including
a photo of one of my recent
acquisitions, which is almost
a duplicate of my ’71 		
Oldsmobile 442.
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’75
John Edwards has started an
“encore career” working as a
travel advisor planning trips
for individuals, families, and
groups. He plans everything
from cruises to group adventure
tours and specializes in golf trips
all around the world!

’76
Chip Barton conferring with
Hemingway whilst in Cuba
recently. Fishing tips are our
guess!
Triumph Bank President and
CEO Will Chase was named
Inside Memphis Business 2020
CEO of the Year in the 50-200
employees category.

John Good now holds the
positions of chairman and CEO
of Jernigan Capital.

’78		
Newton Allen has become a
grandfather (they let ANYONE
become a grandfather)! His
oldest daughter, Sarah, who lives
in DC, is mother to Joseph, born
August 18. The next generation
is arriving.
Tuscaloosa, AL, surgeon Skip
Pridgen, CEO of Innovative
Med Concepts, reports that his
company is nearing final trials
in the development of a new
fibromyalgia drug.

’80
Tom Dolinak and his wife,
Martha, recently visited
Memphis, Egypt.
Jeff Upshaw has published a
book, Twelve Days in Sunset, set
in the Mississippi Delta. (See U
Review page 20).

Jonathan Scharff was promoted
to chief administrative officer
at Buckman, where he has
been serving as vice president
of corporate development. He
will continue to serve as general
counsel.
Robin Smithwick has taken on
a new role at Diversified Trust as

Class of 1979 Owls Paul Deaton, Clayton George, and Arthur Fulmer ran
in the Germantown Mayor’s Cup 5K in early March.

director of client development,
responsible for the firm’s
business development efforts,
advising client relationships,
and serving on the executive
management team.

’82
Infectious Disease Specialist
Steve Threlkeld was Baptist
Memorial Healthcare’s tip of the
coronavirus spear during the
pandemic, featured in numerous
news articles and videos
throughout the spring.

’85

Owls were on the job at
TEDxMemphis 2020 in
February, guided by Religion

Instructor Clay Smythe and
event founder Luke Jensen
’07. TEDx exists in Memphis
thanks to the earlier efforts
of Jensen and Patton Orr ’16,
who launched the conference
in 2015. MUS faculty and
student volunteers have helped
implement and stage the event
every year since.
Don Wiener has taken a new
position as partner sales director
at Limeade.

Remember to
submit photos
whenever possible
with your Class
News items!
Email ann.laughlin@
musowls.org.
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Taking the Long View
Class of 1962 Ponders Current Events, Reflects on Past Years
B Y J E R R Y B R A D F I E L D ‘6 2
In these very strange and stressful times of social isolation, I asked classmates if they would mind sharing their feelings about the current
situation and how they are coping with it. The pox is upon us, and Jamie Hall has found that reviewing the history of London and the Great
Fire has been a way of moving his mind to a proper perspective. Namely that, in the long run, we are, in fact, all dead. Like the Londoners of
old, he said, we should make supplications to our deities for the bountiful blessings that may be revealed. His thoughts follow immediately
below, followed by excerpted replies from other classmates:
Leigh McQueen taught
us that the Great Fire sent
rats running down the narrow
streets of London, and as the
fire consumed the city, the
Thames filled with drowning
rats who took down with them
the billions of fleas that carried
the bubonic plague.
I reflected the other day
that a pandemic is kind of like
a good, hard windstorm raging
through the trees. The weak and
old and afflicted are destroyed
and the strong remain to live
another season – the infirm
lie about on the forest floor to
decay and feed the new life
to come.
Our wealth has
disappeared down the local
brokerage floor drain, and we
are sentenced to live in our selfconstructed cages of brick, pine
lumber, and gypsum board. For
the socially active among us,
there is the “pain of isolation.”
For those of us who don’t like
people that much anyway, it is
an annoying itch that can be
scratched by picking up a book
we haven’t read or haven’t read
recently and studying those
subjects we damn-near flunked
in high school and college.
I have found it a good
time to clean out those messy
old drawers and put my
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hoarded and precious junk
in rows and lines, making the
silliness of keeping it all and
being attached to such look
logical and orderly. I moved
all the screw and bolt bins in
my wood shop to the garage. I
am rearranging, and ordering,
and cleaning, and doing those
projects that have been waiting
for eons about the house and
its greater extremities. I have
found that a good sign printed
on my computer system’s
printer with the big words
“Quarantine! DO NOT ENTER!”
taped to the front door makes
those still persistent lawn and
insect people flee in horror!
From Dan Work: Weeks
ago, Billie and I seized the
opportunity offered by Princess
Cruises to reschedule our May
2020 cruise around the British
Isles to May 2021. We have
completed an in-depth attic
cleaning. We have not panicshopped for groceries. Our
biggest fear is not death from
a virus, but years of recession,
[and] a failed economy. …
Our national, state, and local
governments for the most part
seem ready and able to fight the
spread of the coronavirus. Our
government of the people,
I believe, is really working for

the people.
To keep occupied since it
is too wet to work in the yard,
I have re-read some history
concerning the early days
of WWII in the Pacific. I am
also researching cutting the
TV cable and moving to TV
antenna/streaming concepts.
Trying free month of Netflix.
Thinking about some combo
of Xfinity WiFi, TV antenna,
Hulu, Sling and/or Netflix
grouping. While in the attic I
found a plastic model kit of a
Navy Avenger torpedo/bomber
airplane – has to be a least 40
to 50 years old. Might assemble
the model.
This may be my last lengthy
email, since once the weather is
better and the COVID-19 threat
begins to abate, I intend to get
back on the golf course.
Keep healthy, wash your
hands, cover your face when
you sneeze, buy some takeout
food, and tip heavily.
From Lee McCormick: I
can’t get away from the news
about the virus. I listen to XM
Radio and even on the music
and sports channels they
always talk about it. So, to
escape I decided to listen to
all The Kingston Trio albums.
Yesterday I played Here We Go

Again. That album was released
in 1959, and that was the first
time I heard of them, thanks to
John Fry. He brought his copy
to school. If I remember, we had
a record player maybe up front,
close to Col. Lynn’s office. The
song we played over and over
was “Across the Wide Missouri.”
It always reminds me of John
Fry and MUS. Of course, I was/
am hooked on them and got
every album as soon as it came
out. Thank goodness, they were
released on CD.
Nat Ellis and I were
talking, and the conversation
turned to the ninth-grade
basketball banquet. Nat said
that the players received a
basketball charm about the
size of a marble. He said that
he still had his. So, I got out my
1959 yearbook and guess what,
I was on the team. I wanted my
charm, too. My mother had a
charm bracelet, so I figured I
gave it to her, but she said no.
She did have my class ring.
Now the embarrassing
part. If you look at the team
picture (opposite page), I look
like I am totally out of place
– black socks, mismatched
shoelaces, and I am the
only one not looking at the
camera. The next photo is of
the starters, Howie Mallory,
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ability. FWS, you were better, of
course. So, for the next 60 years
I will reverse my thinking. You
were/are the man.

John Martin, Ed Taylor, John
Laughlin, and Fred Smith.
When we started practice,
Coach Thorn was doing it
because Coach Smith was
finishing up with football. After
football Coach Smith took
over and immediately moved
me to the side and put FWS
[Fred Smith] in my place. I was
convinced [then] that if Coach
Thorn had remained I would

have been a starter and gone
on to great basketball career.
I just knew that I was better,
but I thought Coach Smith
liked FWS because he played
football. How wrong I was. By
looking at the team picture
FWS looks like an athlete, and I
look like somebody who should
not be in the picture, much less
on the team. For 60 years I have
had a misguided opinion of my

From Nat Ellis: I take four
to five naps a day. So, I have odd
hours. Usually, in good weather
(above 50 degrees), I take a
four-mile hike, very slowly,
starting around 4 a.m.
Pat loves activity; she
usually has about three outside
activities a day. Now she has
to hunker down – mainly with
Hallmark movies. Me? I’m a
confirmed couch potato.
Lee McCormick has all
sorts of [school] photos. I have
two hanging up of my time as a
Millsaps Major. Life is good. Too
bad we can’t last another 25
years just to see what’s gonna
happen. Hopefully, we will
survive these times and look
back upon them as an “unfond”
memory that will make us
appreciate even more our time
at MUS when we were young,
and innocent, and unaware
of the life challenges that lay
ahead!
As for that ninth-grade
team Lee mentioned, Howie,
Fred, Ed, and the two Johns
were the starters on that
Shelby County Championship
team. Howie was also the QB
on the football team. Coach
Smith coached all three sports.
Interestingly, Howie was the
manager of the baseball team,
also. He left MUS after that
year to go to some Eastern prep
school.
The first basketball game
I ever played in was the tryout

for the ninth-grade team.
There were about 20 of us (10
vs 10). Plus, we were playing
on one of the side goals, so it
was really crowded. I got the
ball just to the right of the freethrow line, I shot – and made
it. Maybe that got me on the
team. That was the first team
that I had ever been on, and
we were county champions.
The only championship team
I’ve ever been on. So, I peaked
young. I also played baseball at
MUS. I loved playing for Coach
Thorn. Jerry, you ran cross
country. I used to think that
you didn’t like sports. Then, 40
years later, I learn about your
swimming and ice dancing.
Very impressive.
Jerry Bradfield: There
was no swim team at MUS in
those days, and only an outdoor
pool for summer camp. I
swam competitively for Idlewild
Church and when Memphis built
an ice rink, I started skating with
a partner for several years. It was
great fun, and I was pretty good
at it.
Didn’t realize Howie was
such an athlete! I see his brother
at church from time to time.
He says that Howie is living in
Aspen. Does anyone keep up
with him? If you have any news,
please share.
Hopefully, we will survive
these times and look back upon
them as an “unfond” memory
that will make us appreciate
even more a time at MUS when
we were young and innocent and
unaware of the life challenges
that lay ahead!
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Atlanta Alumni Reception

Atlanta-area Owls reconnected in January at a reception with
Headmaster Pete Sanders at JCT. Kitchen & Bar.

2
1

4

3

5

1 Blake Karban ‘06, Bo Ladyman ’05, Headmaster Pete Sanders, and Andras Tigyi ‘06 2 Event hosts Blake Hennessy ’11,
John Marcom ’75, Arif Hasyim, Rachel Smith, and Ben Waller ’07 2 Johnny Carson ’09, Bill Taylor, and Ross Warner ’12 3 From left, Bill
Chuck Gilliland ’95, Kip Caffey ’73, and Allen Graber ’87 3 Allen Graber ’87, Laura Graber, and Scooter Taylor 4’11 4 Tate Yawn ’12
Townsend ’78, Temple Brown ’81, Jamey Howdeshell ’83, Headmaster Pete Sanders, and Michael Eason-Garcia ’03
Ryan Foley ’07 and Jim
and Peyton Berry 5 Lea and Chuck Gilliland ’95 and Vint Lawson ‘77
Burnett ’83 5 Blake Cowan ’07, Chris Mullins ’07, West Askew ’07, and Sam Sawyer ’05 6 Amy Felsenthal, Chrissie Kremer, John Kremer ’83,
and Marty Felsenthal ’87 7 Philip Kirsch ’98 and his wife, Ali
1
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’86
Ted Miller was promoted to
Memphis market president at
SunTrust Bank, now Truist.
Trent Scull has started a new
role as senior vice president
at Hanover Securities, Banes
Capital.

’87
From Geoff Butler: My wife,
Jane, and children (Peter and
Madeleine), and I are still in Fort
Collins, CO, and all doing well.
We’ve had a great ski season
that came to a premature close
due to COVID, but we’re looking
forward to spring. I’m in my
22nd year with the Poudre Fire
Authority and recently moved
into the newly created position
of special operations chief
where I supervise the wildland
fire, hazardous materials, and
technical rescue (ropes and
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water) programs.
Will McGown is now the
woodshop manager at
Crosstown Arts.
Johnny Norris has formed yet
another band. Yes, his wife,
Kimberly, is thrilled. He’s joined
forces with current and former
members of Dwight Twilley
Band, The Scruffs, and crash into
june, including Dan Shumake
’89, to form Your Academy. They
are the resurrection of Memphis
power pop and are currently
recording a debut LP, tentatively
titled, The Downside of Living the
Right Life, which they hope to
release in the fall.
John Russell, founding partner
of Russell, Oliver & Stephens,
was named a 2019 Mid-South
Super Lawyers honoree.

children in school for the next
month. To make matters worse,
all of the restaurants and bars
in the state are closed. I’ve never
felt so old as when I had to have
our youngest daughter try to
explain live streaming to me.
I’m not sure when I got so out
of touch. Both daughters are in
New Orleans, which is a Petri
dish incubating COVID. One
is a senior who has been sent
home from Loyola to avoid the
pestilence; the other is in event
management with the Hyatt
corporation. My wife, Lloyd
(Hutch ’87), is doing well and
has learned how to hoard toilet
paper and make her own hand
sanitizer! Go Buzzards!

From Don Smith, rector of
Grace Episcopal Church and
School in Monroe, LA: Trying
to figure out how to do my job
with no church services and no

P.S. My classic car pictured
here (I am not sure when a
1988 Grand Wagoneer became
a classic, but it probably
happened when I lost touch with
technology.)
P.P.S. I am seriously thinking
about making bad children copy
the Rules of Civility. Do the boys
still do that?

’88
After selling his Wunderlich
Securities firm to B. Riley
Financial in 2017, Gary
Wunderlich has founded a new
business, Live Oak Merchant
Partners.

’92
Tate Conrad was recently
named director of planning
and design for facilities at the
University of Tennessee Health
Science Center.

’91
Class of 1991 Owls gathered over the holidays at a get-together
hosted by Will Deupree: front row, from left, Rhodes Scott, Brett
Grinder, Trevor Benitone, Bryan King, Graham Sexton; back
row, Tom Hutton, Bryan Smith, Tal Vickers, Jeremy Alpert,
Deupree, Ralph Muller, and Trey Watkins
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’93

BIRTHS
Caroline and Beau Creson ’06, a son, 		
Gibeault “Cooper,” Jr., born February 7, 2020

the Chargers’ heartbreaking
loss to the Tennessee Titans last
October. He is pictured here with
his daughter, Kayley, and wife,
Megan.

Kassitee and Phillip DeBardeleben ’06, a daughter,
Campbell Ruth, born February 8, 2020
Michon and Jake Rudolph ’10, a daughter, 		
Kennedy Ann, born November 8, 2019
MARRIAGES
Max Sheppard ’11 to Brittany Hinds 			
on February 15, 2020
Andrew Renshaw ’13 to Meredith Williams			
on January 4, 2020
IN MEMORY

Daniel Francis “Fritz”
Schas ’59 		
January 17, 2020

Eugene D. Wilson, Jr. ’67
June 27, 2019

Stoy C. Brown, Jr. ’66
January 8, 2020

George William 		
Wofford ’67		
January 13, 2019

Craig Isenberg (also Colorado
College ’97, go Tigers!) received
his master’s in psychology in
2012 from Chapman University.
Since then he’s been working as a
marriage and family therapist at
Port Townsend Family Therapy,
northwest of Seattle, WA.
Seattle, of course, has been one
of the hot spots for COVID-19
infections. Craig and his family
are safe, and fortunately for
Craig and his clients, he has
been able to transition to
telemedicine (or, in this case,
teletherapy). Many of the clients
he’s seeing are people directly
impacted by the severity of this
pandemic. If life is not back to
semi-normal by the time this
publishes, Craig advises, “Please
stay home to keep yourself
healthy, those you love healthy,
and most of all, the health care
providers sacrificing their own
safety for their communities.”

’94
Duncan Herrington is now
managing director for advisory
and activism defense at Moelis &
Company.

Randall Jeffrey 		
Moskovitz ’67			
November 6, 2019
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Millard Moore 		
Bosworth II ’68		
February 19, 2020

Willie Mays, national president
of the Philip Rivers Fan
Club, oversaw the pregame
festivities in Nashville before

’95
University of Memphis professor
Dr. Andrew Olney is working on
a computer-based course backed
with intelligent tutoring support
aimed at the citizen scientist.
His plans were featured in The
Daily Memphian in February: bit.
ly/OlneyAI.

’96

News from former Lower
School Principal Rick Broer: In
February in Dallas, my former
student Hampton Sides ’80
was the keynote speaker at the
Highland Park Literary Festival.
My son, Copley ’96, took his
sons to meet him and hear him
speak. Left to right are Copley,
James (5th grade), Mills (3rd
grade), and Hampton.
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Blake Lindsay has been
promoted to partner at
McKinsey and Company.
Michael Morisy, co-founder
of the nonprofit, collaborative
news site MuckRock, announced
Muckrock’s merger with service
journalism organization Outlier
Media.

When he wasn’t busy coaching
middle school girls’ basketball at
Woodland Presbyterian School,
where he teaches history, Will
Askew served as basketball
announcer for the Owls this
season.

Brad Whiteside is now
managing BrickTop’s Restaurant
in the Birmingham area.

’05

’98
Richard Moore has assumed a
new position as vice president
of strategy and continuous
improvement at LehmanRoberts Company.

’00
Eric Osborne made partner at
his Nashville law firm, Sherrard
Roe Voigt & Harbison PLC.

’02
Trevor Weichmann has taken
a job as senior advisor with
Impact Advisors.

’03
Clay Chapman has taken a new
position as investment officer/
portfolio manager with Envision
Financial Planning.

Kane Alber, Jere Sights, and
Joey Friend took in a Steelers
game during their annual trip
to Pittsburgh.
Preston Dennis recently
joined the Hunt Law Firm as an
associate attorney specializing
in workers’ compensation
defense, insurance defense,
and commercial litigation.

Phillip DeBardeleben and his
wife, Kassitee, and son, Skip (2
½ years old), welcomed baby
girl Campbell Ruth to the family
in February (see births). Phillip
is a CPA senior manager with
Dixon Hughes Goodman.
Adrian Doggrell began a
position as director of sales and
business development at Clicks
and Clients.
Donald McClure recently took a
new position as CFO of PELITAS,
a leading health information
technology provider focused on
helping hospitals and physicians
improve the patient experience,
maximize revenue, and
eliminate inefficiencies. Donald
lives with his wife, Michelle, and
1-year-old daughter in Dallas.
Russell Nenon has been named
vice president of middle market
banking at Truist Bank.
Peter Zanca has taken a
position with the Oklahoma City
Thunder as an analyst intern.

’07

Ethan Knight of DSG plans
to renovate the 103-year-old
Memphis Cycle Shop in the
Edge District.

’06
Dylan Baker is the lead cloud
engineer at Concerto HealthAI.
Cage Carruthers was promoted
to property manager at LEDIC
Realty Company.

Owls reunite for basketball
in Big D: Daniel Brown ’07,
Holman Moores ’10, Austin
Smith ’09, and Jordan Brown
’09 enjoy an unseasonably warm
afternoon in uptown Dallas in
late February, after the Ponies of
SMU stifled the Memphis Tigers.

Chase Moore has taken a
position as account manager
at American Marsh Pumps in
Collierville.
Zachary Wender is a new
associate at Latham and
Watkins.
McCauley Williams, CEO of
B.R. Distilling Co., is preparing
to relaunch local spirits Blue
Note Bourbon and Riverset Rye
this spring.

’08
Scott McClintock has begun
a new position as senior vice
president with The Hawthorn
Group. He is also serving as
manager of international and
state-affiliated groups for the
2020 Republican National
Convention.

’09
Will Benton has been promoted
to vice president at Lightyear
Capital.
Robert Duffley is working at the
American Repertory Theater at
Harvard, where he also works as
a teaching fellow in the theater
department and as an affiliated
faculty member at Emerson
College.

’10
Kyle Anthony has taken a
new position with N3 Results
Information and Technology
Services as senior marketing
manager.
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Sneak Peek at
Renasant Center
The Emerging Leaders group accompanied Owl architect
Tom Marshall ’77 and project manager Alan Barner on a
hard hat tour of the city’s Renasant Convention Center in
February – a $200 million renovation project expected to
be completed this fall.

CLASS NEWS

Steve Bell is a certified flight
instructor with Air Venture
Flight Center.
Austin Magruder and a
Memphis partner acquired the
former 616 nightclub property in
the Edge District.
Whitt Thompson and his
family are moving back to
Memphis after nearly 10 years
in Birmingham, AL. He’ll be
continuing his career as a
financial advisor with First Bank
Investment Partners’ Memphis
Group. He and his wife are also
welcoming their second child
in June.

’11
Shea Gabrielleschi has been
promoted to vice president,
regional representative for the
South region at CRA Partners.

Front row, from left, George Coors ’09, Hunter Adams ’06,
Frederick Scharff ’13, James Sexton ’14, Cal Edge ’14, Kent Francis ’08,
Michael Brennan ’09, Grant Heflin ’08, Stephond Allmond ’10; back
row, Alan Barner, Tom Marshall ’77, Connell Hall ’08, Jazz Singh ’12,
Buddy Morrison ’09, Vance Montgomery ’08

Blake Hennessy has moved to
Atlanta after being promoted
to senior account manager at
PepsiCo/Frito-Lay covering the
Publix Atlanta Division.
Joel Saslawsky received his O.D.
from the Southern College of
Optometry last year and joined
MyEyeDr. (formerly Memphis
Family Vision).
Mason Soun teaches upper
school math at St. Mary’s
Episcopal School.

’12
From left, Reid Wesson ’06, Edward Francis ’12, Preston Roberts
’15, Will Carter ’09, Will Carruthers ’10, Michael Brennan ’09,
Janie Lowery, Dr. Scott Morris, Connell Hall ’08, Carl Krausnick
’09, Austin Smith ’09, Jazz Singh ’12, and Andrew Miller ’13
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William George has taken
a position as vice president
of investment and asset
management in investor
relations at Excelsior Capital GP.

SPRING 2020

Jake Greenstein is at Brown
Brothers Harriman as assistant
vice president for BBH Capital
Partners.

’13
Derrick Baber married Natalie
Johnson last May and the
couple lives in Atlanta. Derrick
is in consulting, and Natalie
graduates from Emory Law
School in May, after which she
will clerk for a federal judge.
Ford Howell has taken a new
position as endoscopy associate
sales representative at Smith
and Nephew.

’14
Hayden Combs has been
promoted to senior associate at
Berkeley Research Group.
Samuel Hecht has taken a
position with BAE Systems as a
packing engineer.
William Lamb is a research
engineer at Singular Genomics
in San Diego.
Doug McClew is now store
manager and jazz percussion
instructor at Academy of the
Percussion Arts.
Luke Stallings graduated from
Sewanee and is working as a
grain marketing specialist at
Indigo Ag.

’15
MaLeik Gatewood is a graduate
assistant football coach for
defensive backs at the UT
- Knoxville.
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August Klinke is an associate
financial systems analyst at
FedEx Services.

At the 2020 SEC Indoor
Championships in February,
Texas A&M track athlete
Carlton Orange, second from
left, and the 4x400m relay team
earned first team all-conference
honors with a time of 3:04.86.
He also earned second team
all-conference with a third
place finish in the men’s 800m
(1:50.20). Photo by Craig Bisacre/
Texas A&M Athletics
Ross Redmont was recognized
as the Ohio Valley Conference
Golfer of the Week. The UT
Martin redshirt senior finished
sixth at the Gulf Coast Collegiate
in New Orleans on March 3,
carding a three-day total of 21.

’16
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Straight Shooters

Owl alumni lead Turkey team to new heights in trap
MUS alumni Richard Morrow ’86, Boyd
Wade ’81, and Bill Quinlen ’64 pictured
below, get a bit excited when talking about
their current gig as volunteer coaches of the
St. Mary’s Episcopal School Trap Shooting
Team.
Says Head Coach and Chief Adult
Quinlen, “We’re a little different.”

Founder of the team and Maximum
Motivator Wade explains, “Our primary
focus is safety. After that, our emphasis is on
having a bunch of fun. And you know what?
In the process of having fun, we win – a lot!”
World’s Greatest Trap Coach Morrow
adds, “St. Mary’s used to be a middle-ofthe-pack competitor. These days, the other
schools are not so eager to line up against
our ladies.”
The three coaches, all trained and
credentialed, became involved with the team
not only because of their love of the sport, but
because of their love of their families.
St. Mary’s first team, founded and first
coached by Wade, began competing in 2009
and included his daughter, Chaney. His

younger daughter, Larson, also shot for St.
Mary’s. When she graduated in 2016, Wade
demoted himself to assistant coach.
Quinlen joined the coaching staff in 2013;
his oldest granddaughter, Addie, joined the
following year as a freshman. His youngest
granddaughter, Amelia, joined the team
in 2019 and is currently a sophomore. He
succeeded Wade as head coach in 2016.
Morrow began coaching in 2015 after
daughters Elsie and Sophie made the team.
His youngest daughter, Mary, is currently a
sophomore on the team.
With respect to the MUS trap team, the
annual Owls vs. Turkeys BBQ and Grudge
Match has always been a fair fight, although
dominated by the boys. After several years of
getting closer and closer, the Turkeys finally
prevailed over the Owls in 2018 and again in
2019. The ladies are hoping to three-peat
in 2020.
The coaches are just as proud of what
their girls have accomplished at the state and
national level. Competing mainly against
coed and boys teams, St. Mary’s is garnering
attention. Noted Morrow, “At nationals
[Scholastic Shooting Sports Foundation’s
National Team Championships] last July
in Columbus, OH, our top squad drew a
standing-room-only crowd to watch them
shoot a fantastic round of 946 out of 1,000
targets, the top ladies score.”
Coach Q added, “Our score placed St.
Mary’s in the top 4 percent of all 2,033 high
school shooters at nationals – girls, boys, and
coed.”
Wade summed up: “And no one had a
better time than our girls.”
You could say the same for the coaches.

Going places: Excelling as Eagle
Scouts and at the U.S. Naval
Academy: C.J. Turner and
brother Warren Turner ’19.
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After his sophomore
year at Arkansas State
University, Henry George
‘17 took a semester off and
went to Outfitter School in
Wyoming, where he spent
the month of June in the
Tetons. After that he was
hired by Cheff Outfitters in
Montana’s Bob Marshall
Wilderness where he
rode, wrangled, packed,
and led mules from the
trailhead to their camp 30
miles into the wilderness,
guiding fishermen to
westslope cutthroat trout
and hunters to elk, deer,
and bear.

1960

Alex Mansour has taken a
new position as an assurance
intern at EY.
Mac McArtor will graduate
from University of North
Carolina in May and move to
Charlotte, NC, to work with
Red Ventures.
Swep Wallace is a senior
accounting major at the
University of Mississippi.

’17
Ishan Biswas is a marketing
analyst at DigiTrax
Entertainment.

S AV E T H E D AT E

Dorian Hopkins, a football
player at the University of
Tulsa, spoke to Lower School
students at their assembly in
January about how his MUS
education has helped him
succeed in college.

1990

1965

1995

1970

2000

1975

2005

September 25-27, 2020

1980
1985
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2010
For more information visit musowls.org/homecoming
or facebook.com/MUS.Alumni

2015

W E S AW
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College Owls Return
Alumni from the Classes of 2015-19 came back to campus December 20
to catch up with friends at the annual Holiday Brunch.
3

1

2

5
4

7
6

Cole Harrison ’16, William Merriman ’15, and Joshua Benton ’16 2 Coach Glenn Rogers, right, gets a laugh from Kobe Gibson ’17 3 Class of 2019
alumni Sonny Charbonnet, Sellers Shy, and Grant Young 4 Class of 2019 alumni Joshua Blackburn, Ethan Hurst, Reagan Griffin, and Hudson Miller
5 Class of 2016 alumni Patton Orr, Danny Harris, and Philip Freeburg 6 Jacob Webb ’18 and Josiah Crutchfield ’18 7 Harry Dunavant ’18, 		
Billy Dunavant ’16, Science Department Chair Analice Sowell, Rucker Wilkinson ’18, and Mack Bethell ’18
1
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Class Reps Creating a Legacy
Alumni have always given of their time, talent, and treasure to MUS. In compiling Class News notes every year, we
are especially grateful to our class representatives, many of whom have served multiple years, and some of whom
have made serving as class rep a family tradition – as you can see below. Many thanks to these eight families
fielding 17 class reps, and cheers to all of our Owls who continually give back to this community.
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Craig Christenbury ’89 and son,
Stephen Christenbury ’19

Lee Marshall ’12 and father,
Lee Marshall ’75

Scott May ’61 and
son, Kirby May ’94

Mac McArtor ’16 and father,
Andy McArtor ’86

Rick Miller ’65 and son,
Ryan Miller ’00

Bruce Moore ’77 and
son, Jim Moore ’09

Joseph Preston ’15 and father,
Rob Preston ’78

Three generations of reps:
Thomas Quinlen ’93, William
Quinlen ’19, and Bill Quinlen ’64

l MUS TODAY SPRING 2020

Send news to your class representative listed below or to Ann Laughlin at ann.laughlin@musowls.org.
CLASS NEWS

’58
‘59
‘60
‘60
‘61
‘62
‘63
‘64
‘65
‘65
‘66
‘67
‘68
‘68
‘69
‘70
‘70
‘71
‘71
‘72
‘73
‘73
‘74
‘74
‘75
‘76
‘77
‘78
‘78
‘79
‘79
‘80
‘80
‘80
‘81
‘81
‘82
‘82
‘83
‘83
‘84
‘85
‘85
‘86
‘86
‘86
‘87
‘87
‘87
‘88

Claude Crawford: grill17@yahoo.com
To be named
Metcalf Crump: metcrump@crumpfirm.com
Alex Wellford: awellford@farris-law.com
Scott May: sfmay@bellsouth.net
Jerry Bradfield: jbradfi293@aol.com
Doug Ferris: dferris@ffcfuelcells.com
Bill Quinlen: wlq1975@aol.com
Bob Heller: hrheller3@comcast.net
Rick Miller: grandoc1947@gmail.com
Chuck Smith: duckhead50@aol.com
John Pettey: john.pettey@raymondjames.com
Bill Ferguson
Terry Wilson: theactor@cypressusa.com
To be named
Kelly McGuire: c.kingu70@gmail.com
Jimmy Ogle: jimmyogle14@comcast.net
Barlow Mann: barlow.mann@sharpenet.com
Phil Wiygul: philwiygul@earthlink.net
Joel Hobson: jhobson@hobsonrealtors.com
Cecil Humphreys: cecil@cecilhumphreys.com
Wise Jones: Wise.Jones@regions.com
Mark Ruleman: markruleman@gmail.com
Walker Sims: wsims@walkersims.com
Lee Marshall: lee57marshall@gmail.com
Gib Wilson: gwilson@lehmanroberts.com
Bruce Moore: jmoore1977@comcast.net
Cecil Godman: cecil.godman3@gmail.com
Rob Preston: robertpreston@reagan.com
Arthur Fulmer: afulmer@fulmerco.com
Greg Meyer: chief.vol@msn.com
Louis Jehl: ljehl@carlislecorp.com
Bryan Jones: bjones@landmarkbanktn.com
Mel Payne: mel_payne@yahoo.com
Jeff Harris: jeff.harris@stjude.org
Boyd Wade: bwade@fcgtn.com
John Dunavant: john.dunavant@dunavant.com
Ron Helmhout: ron@thecompanynurse.com
Craig Christenbury: craig@chillconstruction.com
Jimmy Harwood: jim.harwood@fabsrv.com
Bob McEwan: robert.mcewan@raymondjames.com
Ted Simpson: ted.simpson@pnfp.com
Owen Tabor: otabor@aol.com
Brad Conder: brad@unitedcapitalrecovery.com
Andy McArtor: andy@mcartor.com
Ted Miller: ted.miller@mac.com
Jeff Blumberg: jrblumberg@gmail.com
Kyle King: kturnerking@hotmail.com
Bill White: bill.white@westfraser.com
Max Painter: max.painter@att.net

‘88 Fred Schaeffer:
fschaeffer@strategicfinancialpartners.com
‘89 Scott Sherman: scott.sherman@ftnfinancial.com
‘90 Brian Eason: be@qifab.com
’90 Hootan Hidaji: hootanh@yahoo.com
‘90 Philip Wunderlich: pwunderlich@brileywealth.com
‘91 Trevor Benitone: benitonec130@yahoo.com
‘91 Ellis Haddad: ellis.haddad@raymondjames.com
‘92 Chuck Hamlett:
chamlett@goarmstrong.com
‘92 Brandon Westbrook:
brandon.westbrook@gmail.com
‘93 Thomas Quinlen: tquinlen@gmail.com
‘93 Gil Uhlhorn: guhlhorn@bassberry.com
‘94 Ben Clanton: bclanton@duncanw.com
‘94 Kirby May: kirbymay@hotmail.com
‘95 David Bradford: dbradford@ssr-inc.com
‘95 Gideon Scoggin: gscoggin@finfedmem.com
‘95 Will Thompson:
wthompson@nfcinvestments.com
‘96 Nelson Cannon:
nelson@cannonaustincannon.com
‘96 Robert Dow: mail@robertdow.com
‘96 Rusty Shappley: wshappley@gmail.com
‘97 Justin Grinder: jgrinder@grindertaber.com
‘97 Trey Jones: trey.jones@ldcom.com
‘97 Michael Thompson: mthompsonjr@gmail.com
‘98 Erick Clifford: eclifford@leadcp.com
‘98 Don Drinkard: Don.Drinkard@cbrememphis.com
‘98 Justin Lohman: lohmanjw@yahoo.com
‘99 Richard Burt: richardtburt@gmail.com
‘99 Chip Campbell: chip.campbell3@gmail.com
‘99 Norfleet Thompson: fltbuck@aol.com
‘99 Josh Winters: joshua.n.winters@gmail.com
‘00 Chris Hamilton:
chamilton@midamericamktg.com
‘00 Jay McDonald: jaypmcdonald@gmail.com
‘00 Ryan Miller: phillipryanmiller@gmail.com
‘01 Paul Gillespie: paul.t.gillespie@gmail.com
‘01 Daniel McDonell: dmcdonell@gmail.com
‘01 Battle Williford: battlewilliford@gmail.com
‘02 Scott Adams: scott.adams@ftnfinancial.com
‘02 John Adrian: jcadrian@gmail.com
‘02 Frank Langston: flangston@gmail.com
‘02 Joe Pegram: jdp@sldpllc.com
‘03 Jamie Drinan: james.drinan@gmail.com
‘03 Edward Nenon: enenon@gmail.com
‘03 Henry Talbot: henry.b.talbot@gmail.com
’04 Kyle Slatery: kslat18@hotmail.com
‘04 Brad Spicer: bradford.spicer@gmail.com
‘05 Kane Alber: kane.alber@gmail.com

’05
‘05
‘06
‘06
’06
’07
’07
‘08
‘08
‘09
‘09
‘09
‘10
‘10
‘10
‘11
‘11
‘11
‘12
‘12
‘12
‘13
‘13
‘13
‘13
‘14
‘14
‘14
‘14
‘15
‘15
‘15
‘15
‘16
‘16
‘16
‘16
‘17
‘17
‘17
‘17
‘18
‘18
‘18
’19
’19
’19

Warner Russell: wgrussel1028@gmail.com
Sam Sawyer: samhuttonsawyer@gmail.com
Hunter Adams: hadams87@gmail.com
Chad Hazlehurst: chazlehu@gmail.com
Reid Wesson: rwesson@reliantllc.com
Neely Mallory: wneelymallory@gmail.com
Buck Towner: buck.towner@musowls.org
Michael Cross: mscrossjr@gmail.com
Connell Hall: wcchall1@gmail.com
Robert Counce: rcounce@imcg.com
Rhobb Hunter: srhunter5@yahoo.com
Jim Moore: jimmoore910@gmail.com
Stephond Allmond: allmond.stephond@gmail.com
Hank Hill: hank4hill@gmail.com
Jake Rudolph: jcrudolph4@gmail.com
Blake Hennessy: blakehennessy11@gmail.com
Chase Schoelkopf: cschoelk@gmail.com
Scooter Taylor: ritaylor6@gmail.com
Edward Francis: jefrancis56@gmail.com
Anthony Hodges: ahodges21@student.gsu.edu
Lee Marshall: leermarshall41@gmail.com
Derrick Baber: derrick.baber@icloud.com
Matt Bolton: wbolton1@uthsc.edu
Jarrett Jackson: jmj7851@gmail.com
Jake Woodman: jakecwoodman@gmail.com
Hayden Combs: haydenpcombs@gmail.com
Cal Edge: caledge901@gmail.com
Chris Galvin: chris.finn.galvin@gmail.com
Anthony Walton: anthonylwalton@gmail.com
Tom Garrott: tgarrott@smu.edu
Kamar Mack: krm94@georgetown.edu
Joseph Preston: jpres1@ucla.edu
Connor Wright: connor.m.wright97@gmail.com
Nathan Dinh: nathan.dinh47@gmail.com
Tim Hart: 35skates@gmail.com
Mac McArtor: macmca@live.unc.edu
Trammel Robinson:
trammelrobinson16@gmail.com
Josh Gray: 98joshua.gray17@gmail.com
Marcus Gronauer: dukeboy8@gmail.com
Alex Hyde: alexhyde@live.unc.edu
Evan Smith: evansmith11@gmail.com
Barry Klug: pbklug64@gmail.com
Mathon Parker: mathon.parker99@gmail.com
Daniel Shumake: foofighter2210@gmail.com
Scott Burnett: scottyb2256@gmail.com
Stephen Christenbury:
christenburystephen@gmail.com
William Quinlen: wquinlen@gmail.com
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Includes gifts received 1-8-20 – 4-5-20

GIFTS IN MEMORY
AND HONOR

In Memory Of __________

JOHN G. BILLIONS ’23
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald F. Billions

WILKES A. GOWEN ’25
Mr. and Mrs. James Hawkins

C. JOHN BLACKWELL ’23
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Young

WALKER L. GRIESBECK ’24
Mr. and Mrs. James Hawkins

EVAN F. BOSWELL ’21
Mrs. June C. Boswell

EDWARD A. GRINDER ’22
Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Grinder

MAVI GALLARDO CAPOTE
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood

GRAHAM F. BOSWELL ’18
Mrs. June C. Boswell

ELLIS L. HAGUEWOOD
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton B. Phillips ’77

LARRY BARKLEY CRESON III ’83
Dr. Charlene C. Creson

PATRICK T. BURKE ’25
Dr. and Mrs. Haywood H. Henderson, Jr.

STEPHANIE L. HANCOCK
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Lindeman II

JAMES S. GILLILAND, SR.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter D. Sanders

DUNCAN M. CHESNEY ’92
Dr. Carolyn M. Chesney and
Dr. Thomas M. Chesney

DANNY H. HARRIS III ’16
Mr. and Mrs. L. Charbonnier Miller

JOHN A. AUSTIN, JR.
Mr. Perry D. Dement
ROBERT BOELTE, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Stillman McFadden ’75

WILLIAM R. HATCHETT
Mr. and Mrs. Norman S. Thompson, Jr.
ROYCE E. JOYNER
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
HELOISE M. MCKEE
Mr. Perry D. Dement
CARTER LEE MURRAY ’94
Mr. and Mrs. W. Seldon Murray
W. WILEY O’NEAL III ’68
Mr. J. Richard Aitken
THOMAS B. PRESTON
Dr. and Mrs. Martin L. Pinstein
VALERIA BROWER ROBINSON
Mr. Perry D. Dement
DANIEL “FRITZ” SCHAS ’59
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W.
Wellford, Jr. ’60
TERRY N. SHELTON
Dr. Kimberly Stegmaier
and Mr. J. Andrew Shelley ’86

In Honor Of __________
STRYKER R. AITKEN ’23
Mr. J. Richard Aitken
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KENNETH O. COOPER II ’24
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Cooper, Jr.
APRYL TABOR DEAS
Mr. and Mrs. Larry S. Tabor
PHILLIP B. EIKNER ’77
Capt. and Mrs. William M. Gotten, Jr. ’90
HUNTER S. FAIR ’25
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis N. Koehn
JUDSON T. FAIR ’21
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis N. Koehn
A. RANKIN FOWLKES
Mr. and Mrs. Meredith S. Luck
ROBERT W. FUDGE
Mrs. Claire K. Farmer
CHARLIE B. GALLOP ’23
Ms. Katherine A. Burchfield
SAM P. GALLOP ’20
Ms. Katherine A. Burchfield
JOHN S. GARDNER ’98
Mr. and Mrs. Norman S. Thompson, Jr.
HART D. GOWEN ’21
Mr. and Mrs. James Hawkins

WILLIAM W. HESS ’24
Mr. and Mrs. W. Terrell Bell
GRIFFIN T. HOOD ’21
Mrs. Rebecca S. Davies
JOHN D. HUBER III ’20
Dr. and Mrs. Rex Amonette
ANDREW M. JONES ’23
Mrs. Violet Olsen
PAUL T. JONES ’21
Mrs. Violet Olsen
GLENNIE AND DEAN KLUG
Mr. Perry D. Dement
WILLIAM MCCULLOUGH LADD ’25
Mr. and Mrs. James McCullough
JONATHAN M. LARGE
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Craddock, Jr.
J. WEST LEWIS IV ’25
Mr. Gaines S. Dyer
N. GATES LUTON ’24
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce S. Alpert
PAUL A. MARR ’21
Mrs. Nelda M. Marr
JOHN W. MCALLISTER ’24
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Davis

Includes gifts received 1-8-20 – 4-5-20

GIFTS IN MEMORY
AND HONOR

WYATT T. MCALLISTER ’24
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Davis

MALCOLM P.M. SHAW ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Montgomery

BENJAMIN T. MCBRIDE ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Steven P. McBride

MAKHI P.M. SHAW ’24
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Montgomery

JOHN P. MCBRIDE ’18
Mr. and Mrs. Steven P. McBride

WYATT M. SOLBERG ’23
Mr. Willie L. Stone

WILL MCBRIDE
Mr. and Mrs. Steven P. McBride

ALLAN STRAND
Dr. Albert A. Varner ’65

DAVID G. MORELOCK
Dr. Albert A. Varner ’65

CHARLES J. STREET ’20
Mr. and Mrs. Zachary H. Street, Sr.

BRUNETTE NELMS
Mrs. Gayle S. Bourland

WESLEY D. STREET ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Zachary H. Street, Sr.

JONATHAN R. NELSON ’22
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen C. Nelson

ZACHARY H. STREET III ’18
Mr. and Mrs. Zachary H. Street, Sr.

MAX W. PAINTER III ’23
Ms. Susan H. Sutton

R. BARRETT SUMMERS ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Summers

R. PARKS PAINTER ’24
Ms. Susan H. Sutton

JAMES S. TASHIE ’25
Ms. Judi Centko

OWEN M. PARKER ’25
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Ridolphi, Jr.

JAMES A. THOMAS ’20
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Thomas

T. MATHON PARKER III ’18
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Ridolphi, Jr.

JAMES T. VAN DER JAGT ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Bozeman

CHRISTOPHER B. PARKS II ’21
Ms. Elizabeth H. Lee

WILLIAM H. WATKINS IV ’23
Ms. Susan H. Sutton

J. HOLDEN PATE ’21
Ms. Barbara A. Huntzicker

J. HENRY WEEKS ’22
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph I. McCormack

A. DOTY RAWSON ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Doty

HARRIS M. WHITE ’20
Mr. C. Cody White, Jr.

EDWIN L. RAWSON, JR. ’20
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Doty

EDWARD J. WILSON ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Griffin

Get Your
Owl Gear Here:
store.musowls.org

JOHN M REDD ’25
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Owen
ANDREW F. SAUNDERS III
Capt. and Mrs. William M. Gotten, Jr. ’90
FREDERICK C. SCHAEFFER III ’22
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Covington
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Richard Vining ’90, our cover subject, is not the only Owl who loves classic American
cars – not by a long shot. Brig Klyce ’66 is pictured here with his 1948 Studebaker; he
bought the half-ton pickup truck in 1985 and used it as farm equipment for years to
haul dirt and firewood, until he decided to restore it. His interest in Studebakers comes
naturally - his father, Walter, and uncle Arnold opened Klyce Motors, Memphis’ only
Studebaker dealership, on South Cleveland in 1945. Klyce and his truck are pictured
here at his log cabin in Bigfork, MT. “Now it’s in good health and could maybe live to
be 100!” he says. Bigfork has an antique car show in the summer, where the truck
has appeared over the years. Photo courtesy of Walter Klyce ’06
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At Homecoming, the Alumni Terrace is reserved for the classes that do the
best job meeting fundraising goals before the event. (The greenspace below
the terrace is anyone’s game.) For 2019, the terrace party winners were the
Classes of 1989 and 1999. Go, Owls!
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See caption info on page 3

